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Sanctum Books, 2012. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 23
cms. 413pp. Nagarjuna is one of the finest philosophers who
were ever lived. This second century Buddhist philosophers
from south India is known for his criticism on speculative
theories and viewpoints. But his name is better known for
introducing the idea of emptiness (sunyata), a philosophical
concept that had hugely influenced the discourses of Eastern
philosophy, religion, and culture for about 2000 years.
Nagarjuna cleverly introduced emptiness (sunyata), into
Buddhist discourses to explain is central philosophy: the
philosophy of Middle Path. Through the negative mode of
argumentation, he taught how we naturally get trapped into
extreme viewpoints and speculate on them. His philosophy of
Middle Path (Madhyamika) explains the progress of human
reasoning moving in its natural course avoiding extreme
viewpoints for finding harmony and freedom. During the
second century, in a different milieu, Nagarjuna warned his
students about the dangers of speculative thought created out
of extreme viewpoints and philosophical doctrines. He taught
them to look into the structures of such doctrines critically by
using negation to know what the truth is. Therefore, the
philosophical idea of emptiness (sunyata) is not the end of
negation assuming perfect nihilism, but teaching us...
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This is the greatest pdf i actually have go through right up until now. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom
I found out this book from my dad and i advised this publication to find out.
-- Ar ely Ra th-- Ar ely Ra th

I actually started reading this pdf. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to
be enhance as soon as you total reading this ebook.
-- Nya  B echtela r-- Nya  B echtela r
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